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To pursue a challenging and growth oriented career and enhance professional skills to contribute

in the   value addition of the organization.

 

 

•Experience in Enovia VPM V5 and 3Dcom ,

•VPM WEB and CATIA customization.

•Good working exposure to PLM, PDM ,BOM, ,configuration and Action Flow

•Low level design, development, testing and support for ENOVIA/CATIA V5 CAA.

•Worked in Agile and SDLC methodology

•Code Writing &amp; Customization Responsibilities.

•Unit testing and preparing some test cases. Packages deliver.

•Fixing the bugs by correcting the ENOVIA customized modules [AFL and DMU code].

•Handling the admin activities like creation of User

•Preventive and corrective actions for frequently recurring problems.

•Understanding and experience with Agile methodologies.

•Ability to work with cross-functional teams to deliver on a common goal.

•Possess a fundamental understanding of end-to-end customer experience integration and

dependencies.

•Collaborate with stakeholders and interface between business and SCRUM master

•Overall understanding of technologies used in the product.

•Prepared design document.

 

 

 

03 -2016 to 03-2018  Aeronautical Development Agency (ADA),Bangalore , Software Trainee

      04-2018 to 01-2019 _ HCL Technologies(Geometric PLM) , Pune , Senior Software Engineer

      01-2019 to Till Present  _ Sopra Steria Group India , Bangalore , Senior software Engineer

       3 months worked in Paris for CIFIX project through Sopra Steria Group India, Bangalore with

       Dassault  Aviation client.

 

 

 

B.E [CS]PDA Engg College , Autonomous Under VTU, Belgaum.72%2014

DIPLOMA

[CSE]HKES Women’s polytechnic, Under DTE, Bangalore75%2011

SSLC [Class X]Modern High School, Solapur under Maharashtra Secondary Education

Examination Board.82.61%2008



 

 

 

 

 

Skill: C++ , SQL, CAA, JAVA , Shell Scripting, javascript,json ,Jnlp

Tools: Windows (98 to Win 10), AIX , HP Unix – Mobaxterm , UltraEdit, Visual studio,

             JIRA,GIT Lab , SPIRA Test, Confluence ,ServiceNow, VersionOne ,Linux

 

 

 

 1 :   CATIA  Customization /CIFIX  Application development 

CompanySopra Steria Group , Bangalore

ClientDassault Aviation, Paris

LanguagesC++, CATIA APIs, Oracle, CAA CATIA API, SQL

Environment &amp; ToolsUnix-AIX , Windows , Linux,Visual Studio 2012, JIRA , Confluence ,

CATIA

Web ENOVIA, GIT ,Agile

Role PlayedDeveloper/Programmer, Bug-Fixing 

 

Objective : Development of CIFIX Application for better management of Fasteners

Description :

CIFIX Solution for DASSAULT AVIATION’s internal needs (i.e Management of Falcon unit

fasteners, design and manufacturing of a CIFIX software under CATIA V5).In the context of CATIA

V4 shutdown scheduled in 2019, DASSAULT AVIATION needs to have a Falcon unit fasteners

management software (named CIFIX) under CATIA V5, replacing Fix2000 (FIX DEF and FIX

INDUS)  CIFIX will be made up of tools allowing the creation, editing, consultation, deletion and

industrialization of fasteners.

Responsibility:

• Developing Static UI and dynamic functionalities for CATIA using CAA

•Working on Assigned JIRA tickets

•Attending onshore clients queries, requirements  and resolutions

•Managing code in GIT branches

•Completing  JIRA and SPIRA Unit tests and updating the workflow in JIRA

•Giving work demo and presentation

•Preparing documents for completed functionalities

 

2 :  ENOVIA VPM WEB Customization / Application development 

CompanySopra Steria India

ClientAirbus, Germany

LanguagesC++, ENOVIA APIs, CATIA APIs,Oracle, javascript

Environment &amp; ToolsUnix-AIX , Windows , Service Now Visual studio 2012, Version One,



FTS,Linux

Role PlayedDeveloper/Programmer, Bug-Fixing 

 

   Objective: Handling Incidents of A350/A320 projects and Developing features for LEAN PLM.

   Responsibility:

•Assigning incidents raised by users to respective group through Service Now tool.

•Working on incidents of A350 / aircraft program.

•Good understanding of Person and organization, Dev environment setup  in VPM and PASS

application

•Testing the user scenarios in 3DCOM and CATIA and VPM WEB.

•Understanding the user requirements , according to developing features and defining user stories

 

•Develop code and implement user stories and do Unit testing

•Database Query and adding Triggers.

•Delivering the developed packages.

•Creating CPD , POC for defined user stories to achieve the objectives defined by Scrum master

 

3:  ENOVIA  VPM Batch Monitoring

CompanyHCL Technologies, Pune

ClientAirbus, Germany

LanguagesC++, Sql Developer, shell scripting

EnvironmentUnix-AIX,HP-Unix

Role PlayedMonitoring several batches

 

Objective:

Monitoring the scheduled batches daily basis and investigating the failure actions/process

Responsibility:

•Monitoring the scheduled several batches daily

•Investigating the failure process and finding root cause

•Providing the resolutions for failure actions and process.

•Preparing the status report

•Mailing status report and updating into SVN .

Description:

Enovia  VPM offers a comprehensive streamlined approach to managing the creation and

maturation of virtual product definition. Enovia is integrated with CATIA.

In our projects VPM batches are helping clients to manage and integrate their data in different

PDM systems.

 

4: ENOVIA V5  VPM Customization for Duplicate Parts (Mk1 to Mk2)

CompanyAeronautical Development Agency

ClientHAL-DQ-ARDC, Bangalore

LanguagesC++, ENOVIA APIs, DB2,sqC,Linux



EnvironmentUnix-AIX

Role PlayedDesigned and developed program

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Objective:

Duplicating  parts from Mk1 project to Mk2 project.

Responsibility:

oDeveloped program using C++,sqC, CATScript.

oDatabase Query and adding Triggers.

Description:

oThis functionality used for duplication of parts from Mk1 to Mk2 .whenever user wants to create

new parts in Mk2 project from Mk1 project it will duplicate that part.

oalso  it will check weather parts is already exist as well as check the some specific type and

creates the parts in Mk2 project from Mk1 .

 

 

 

 

 

•Positive attitude, Goal oriented.

•Willingness to learn and adapting to the changing Technologies , Self-development.

•Assertive communication and interpersonal skills

•Dedicated team member and ability to work independently.

 

 

 

 

Full Name                         :  Gauri MallikarjunMallipatil

Father’s Name      :  Mallikarjun Mallipatil

Date of Birth:  23/11/1992

Gender      :  Female

Marital Status      :  Single

            Languages known             :  Kannada, English, Hindi, Marathi.

      Nationality                        :  Indian

 

 



 

I hereby declare that the above-mentioned particulars are true to the best of  my knowledge and

belief.

Place: Bangalore

Date:(Gauri Mallipatil)

 

 

"


